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.Prefese;'

HUmanities edircation in two-year colleges cove rs a broad
field. Facultyt,Audentsadministrators and trustees, as well as
curriculum and instruction are only a few of the maft categories
that may be subsumed under this general heading, /Ach remains
to be known abobt the humanities in this now very laige segment
of higher education. Who are the people involved? and to
what extent? What relatiorkships exist among -the Various groups
of individuals who teach and learn the humanities? What are the

. patterns of .urriculum and instruction?

Thisrtionograph reviews the faculty teaching-the humanities:
.their backgrounds and preparation, involvement with in-service
training; satisfaction, attitudes and values; and approaches to
curriculum and instruction. Other reviews in this series oover the
literature discussing the humanities curriculum and strkdenis in the
humanities. Information for all three reviews was dehved from
an extensive search of the literature. Materials were identified by
scanning 34 sgts of bibliographic indexes ( listed in the Appench,N)
for publications of the past ten years; asking the heads of 77
'professional associations and 59 institutional organizations for
studies they might.have made, but which were n\ot reported in the
literature; and by utilizing the catalogues and inter-library loan
service of the UCLA University Library. Approximately 800
dOcuments were .located and abstracted. In all, the information
contained in more than 200 of them is summarized herein and
in the,previouSly published papers.

These reviews stem from a- project conceived by Arthur M.
Cohen and Florence B. Brawer. The literature search was done by
Joli Adams arid Deborah Crandall, assisted by William Coheri.
Ms. Crandall provided the bibliography. The manuscript was
drafted by Florence B. Drawer and revised and edited by Arthur
M. Cohen. Illustrations are by William Cohen. Publication was

,ftylcoordinated by Sue Sc esinger. ...
All the reviews re prepared by staff members of the Center

for the Study of Community Colleges under a grant from the
National Endowment for the Humanities, a Federal agency estab-
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activities in the hiimanities. They are disseminated by the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges pursuant to a contract' with
the NationatInstitute of Education, The support of both these
agenciesis; gratefully aknowledged.
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introduction

At the core of every school from kindergarten through the
graduate institution lies the faculty. Except for the students'
peers, they are the people with whom students have the most
contact, the figures who command the most authority by virtue
of their positions if not their actual personage. And although they
may lament their own impotency in institutional go% erance, they
exercise powerful positions within their own domain.

Although faculty were typically ignored earlier in written
reports about academia researchers and writers...found college
presidents and students far more interesting more recently they
haye become popular targets ,of attention. Sanford's American
College (1962) was the first widely disseminated book that
looked at faculty in higher education while Kelley and Wilbur
(1970), Garrison (1967), Brewer (1968), and Cohen and Brewer
(1969; 1972) addressed the pro, iously ignored community col-
lege instructors. Little by little, then, the faculty members, so im-
portant to a college's functioning, are being recognized in the
literature. Their strengths and weaknesses are noted, orie,ntation
to work cited, and functioning as mature professionals described.

Despite the centricity of the faculty; information pertaining
to people teaching in particular disciplines is capricious. Much is
known abOut some aspects Of the faculty, very little abOut others.
This is not surprising because there are practically no longitudi-
nal data. bases on which a researcher might draw. Most reported
studies are one-shot affairs. a dissertation or thesis writt'en IV a
graduate student, a compilation di

(awn together by a protesional
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association; a report from local or state education agency, Each
investigator asks his orhe own- questions, often prepares a unique
survey-instrument, and fine's the sample population in his/her' own way. Data are comp led but with little attention to compara-

-bility... or to the amalgam tion of repretentative profiles. ..

The clegth'of info &ion in many-areas5nd the conflicting
and inconsistent report in, others seem to stem from several gen-
eral problemsNneom ete data bales, the still evolving role of
two-year colleges, th paucity of analysts addressing two-year
college education, an inadectuate definition of phenomena..
under surveillance. T iese matters are not peculiar to the study of ...

community and jun or colleges but they do loom 1 e in the
context 6f a major li erature review. ,.

Nevertheless, -the summer and fall of,19i4'we reviewed the
literature in order o determine just-what is known and what needs
to be known abotit two-year college fgculty teaching the human-
ities. A modest amountior information was disclosed, much of
which is embedded in ,,broader studies of faculty.initigher educa-
tion and much that must be inferred from studies of students,
curriculum, instruction, and professional _relattom in two-and .

four-yearinitittitions. In short, putting,. together profiles of the.,
faculty teaching humanities in two-year colleges requires that
information be sep'aated both from studies-Of faculty in all higher
education and from studies ,pf two-year college faculty in all sub- .

jecfareas. . , ,
O..n The whole,, reasonably consistent profiles ,may be drawn ..

. on certain taracteristics of the two-year college faculty.' For
example, the percentage of instructors at each degree level,.. is
3% to,9% doctorates, 65% to '80% masters, 14% to 27%.bachelOrs.
These figures also appear to be consistent for humanities faculty.
in those sub-fields where data are available. When it .comes ,to
training and prior experiences, the majority of those invol d in
teaching college parallel courses were prepared in tradi ional
masters programs at senior institutions.and had previously .t4 tight
in public secondary ichools.'hIn-service Professional 'dev eloPment
programs and Masters of Arts in Teaching or Master of Arts in
College Teaching programs, which* pros ide another source of
training, are not widely .utilized by community college personnel.

. § ,
,
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' Some information on professional functioning is g.lso aVail-

ablk Collected reports reveal that the instructor tends not to
'write or to conduct research; the emphasis is on teaching: The
ave age number, of class hours taught by each instructor in the
tw year college is 15 to 17 Itours per week, compared to an
,aVetage.of 9 to 12 hours per week at four -year institutions. It is
not ?difficult to understand, then, why most ocuments coneur-that
thp;comniunity college instructor believes' he is overworked. ' The
saldry of the average full-time instructor is approximately $12,000
forininemonths of teaching.

.

Few studies yielding.a paucity of data are alliable onwhat
'.. 0, ..,r quIty, do during their work week in addition to meeting classes

s

. f r a certain number of hours, and even fewer on the involve-
ent of part-time instructors. Particularly lacking are, comparisons
etween part-time,and full-time faculty in terms of preparation,

/experience, and teachirig styles. Yet this topic is 'significant be-
/ cause the part-time instructor is riovy represented in the commu-

/ nity colleges at an increasing rate, in Fall 1974, in all two-yepx
colleges, there were almost as many part-time 'faculty as full-
timers. - 1. '

/ , Some disciplines within the humanities receive more alien-
., tion than others. t nglish is heavily represented in the community /
college and courses such as music, foreign languages, art, and /
history are well-represented. One or tAvosourses in anthropology,'
archaeology, political science, and religion are usually offered; ,

but, ethics, aesthetics, jurisprudence, or lingbisties are seldom
in the curriculum. Accordingly, much more information 5§ avail-
able on characteristics of two-year college,inttructors in certain,

in
/

fields than n others. The inconsistency of data is marked.

From the documents relating to faculty satisfaction, aspira-
tions, and( values, we find considerable incli/cation that two-year
college faculty members would prefer to teach in four-year col-
leges for reasons of increased status, be(ter salary, and a lighter
teaching load. Btit other studies show that only about 30% are
interested in four-year college teachingsuggesting satisfaction
with their current positions on the part of most instructorS; Re-
ports concerning useful types of in- service professional develop-
ment are also often at variance. Since many community Colleges

3
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are at the incipient stage of developing such,programs, little effort
has been expended* to coordinate faculty professional development,,
progrates among colleges. ,

Other reports, are concern ed with ,the queStion .of ?she er
or not separate humanities courses should be designed for stu-

- dents in occupational and other "non-transfer" categories. Most
faculty and administrators believe that terminal students should
not be graduated, from a community. college without some ap-
preciation of the cultural aspects of mankind. Yet, the terminal
studend remain barred from such courses either literally' or be,.
cause they cannot or will not fit them into their.ichedi;les.

The attitudes of faculty members toward various college
functions and purposes also appeal' inconsistent, %eh the situation
regarding interdisciplinary humanities serving as an example. The
integrated humanities approach is one answer to the problem of
exposing the community college student to the most possible
culture ithe least po'ssible time. For this reason, faculty members
and administrators often recommend it and experiment with it.
Iii practice, however, integrated-courses difficnit to organize
unless a ooljege is lucky enough to find an instructor well-versed
in thrle or four humanities disciplines.

In th'3 following ,sections the available information is classi-
fied and reported under twos major categories. faculty prepara-
tion, both pre- and in-sir% ice, and professional functioning, in-
cluding faculty attitude,,i -toward curriciilum, instruction, and
other aspects of their work'.

9
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FACULTY PilErAWATICIN

Educational preparation train ng, priocexperienees, alter-
native degrie patterns, and ,continuing education accounts' for

.1 much-of the) literature on two -year college instructors. To a great
extent, this material is demographic, recounting degreks held, or
hortatory, concluding with recommendations for changed prepa-
ration patterns that will infuse different skills and attitudes. "

Actually, faculty preparation...may be viewed as a geneiic
term.. It can be a one-time thing or a matter of many experiences.
scattered over a lifetime. In the first case,,the individual follows
his baccalaureate training with formal course's leading-to the

\masters, occasikmally the doctovate, and in some states, a teaching
credential. In the second, the initial sequdnce of course work is
subsequently augmented by institutional in- service training, work-
shops, and/or return to the university for further courses and
possibly another athanced degree. In both, the asstupption is

- made that the individual's attitudes toward his prbfession, skill
in his wor 1 and sotisfaction ccith his career can be modified. But
this assum tion is rarely tested.

4



Degrees

Inextricably tiW to preparation programs are issues of degree
and crederitialing In 1972 Thither found that the percentage of
newly-employed two-year college faculty members holding the
doctorate hovered around the 77' mark, at figure that has 1141
constant for t'he past fifty years, In view of this consistency, and
noting that the range is from 37' exhibited in a 1971 California
study to 8!:7 found in a 1971 nativwide stud), he challenges The
notion that people with newly miuted-doctotates will find, posi-
tions in two-year colleges. This uniformity is revealed in stales
going back as far 1918 when 37 of two-year college faculty

_members held the doctorate. The highest number ever reported
was-It in 1963, nith studies through the years designating from

c" 67 to 97 of the subject population pith the doctorate and 01 to
757, the master's, The American Council on Education 1972-73
nationwide survey (Bayer, 1973) estimates 9-075 full-time fac-
ulty in community colleges, 6230 (6147) wide Ph.D.s, while
Blocker (1965-66) reports that in 1966, 7.27 or all two-year col-
lege instructors'held the Ph.D. or Ed.D. and '73.27 held the M.A.
or M.S. These figures agree with Medsker and Tillery 's (1971)
reporri. of 97 of their sample holding the doctorate and 767', the
masters.

Data from individttal states also, approach these figures. Iowa
reports 3311 of its "college Parallel- faculty holding Ph.D.s or Ed.
D.s, Ilawaui, 67 the Ph.D., 807 the master's, and.117 the bachelor's.
Missouri, .87 the doctorate, 6.5,4- the Master's, 'and 277 the bathe-
lois; and North Carolina, Sri the Ph.D./Ed.D.

6
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But while these figures are well established for community
college faculties in general, they are seldom 'Al ailable for faculty
members within individual disciplines. The ,exception applies to
Englislfinstructors who have been surveyed relatively extensively. ,
The Nitional Study of English in the junior College (Shugrue,'
1970)' reports 6% of tiro faculty with the Ph.D. and 84% with the
Master of Arts or Master of Arts in Teaching. Erickson (1971)
surveyed English instructors in California community colleges,
to find 7.,,,4% with the doctorate, and 86.5% with the Master of
Arts degree. Thus, the proportions of two-year college English'
instructors at.each degree level is fairly similar to the proportions
of all two-gear college faculty.

In studies scattered about several disciplines, we note that
8% of the faculty in 210 community college music departments
held doctorates (-Belford, 1967). a figure remarkably consistent
withother available data for example, a report on sociology-
anthropology instructors in Illinois junior colleges. Although 8%
here, tioo, held doctorates, almost one third of the respondents
reported no graduate hours in either sociology or anthropology
(Callen, 1969).

Preparation Programs

Perhaps because this type of information is readily accessible,
there is a plethora of literature dealing with degrees. Much less
is written about the outcomes of teacher preparation programs.
Whereas the masters has typically been considered the most useful

12,
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degree for the two;year college instructor and the Ph.T). or Edi)..
for the four-year college/university professor,' these degrees have
become suspect in several instancet Ip fat, "The conc4rns of the
various people milio express dissatisfactior with teacher prepara-
tion sequeiices,.are.far ranging. The programs, they say, are, ill-
conceived, fail to address the junior college as a unive
do not enhance the teachers' feelings for or 'humanitarian treat-
ment of L',Students, bar members of Certain groups &gm entering
the profesfori, and so on.*Alf thesepAntentions have souie validity,
and they have le_d;t6 several alternative propdsals" (Cohen and
Brawer;1972;pp444-155 ) .

Seveial graduate:institutions are currqp% offering specialized
programs for two -year college instructors. Mostpresent the Master
of Arts (The Universify. of Arizona, UCI;A, the University o
NeVada,"and Western Washington State °allege)" as opposed to a
Master of Arts in Teaching. NO matter what degree is finally
offered, however, the courses themselves invariably encourage
breadth iather than depth in the discipline, offer classes devoted
to jUnfOr college history sand philosophy, and almost always in-
chide a supervised internship at a. local junior 'bollege. 'Because
they intend to prepare teachers for the broad survey-type classes
encountered in this popseco dary institution, research and inten-
sive specialization are notemp asized. , 1

Eventually, the current p portion of new faNity coming
directly from graduate school m altered by he increasing .

number.of Master of Arts in Teac mg and other mas ers programs
designed to produce qualified community college instructors. For
now, hoWever, community colleges tend to hire faculty with ex-

o perience in the public secondary schools, one indication of the
Ikide'sPread distrust of products of the"traditional graduate school.
Given a choice, community colleges in% ariably choose the eve-
rienced and time-tested teacher over the person merely:holding
a degree and/or certificate enabling him to teach. Data from
California are illustrative. of 1103 new staff employed in fall, 1974,
14.8% came directly from sjecondary schools and only 1.1% from
community college teacher preparation programs (Phair, 1974).

Nor is the traditional college or uqi%e ity teaching assistant- e,.

ship typically considered aderquate expo 'ence for community
college teaching. The ACE 1972-1973 sur ey of faculty Shows

8
;
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that only 30% of two-year college instructors had been teaching
assistants as compared to 46% Of four-year college faculty mem-
hers. Iri Florida junior colleges 54% of the faculty currently teach-

ting previously had taught in the high schools, 23.4% had taught
in four-year colleges, and 22.4% rod been graduate assistants.
Again these figures ire consistent with those repotted by Medsker
and.Tillery (1971) who 'found that 33% of the faculty siveyed
came from the public schools, 22% from graduate schools:10% from
business and induitry, and 11% from four-year college teaching.

To be pertinentpre-service prograins must bebased notonly
on an understanding of special needs but must account for
regional problems and characteristics. Synies (1971) points out
that masters ,degree programs for potential junior college,,instruc-
tors should include, in addition to specific training for this type
of ipstith)kgri, a focus on- the peculiarities 'Of other institutions in
certain areas2In recommending changed preparati6n sequences,
Good (1968) suggests that a .person preparing to teach M a-Kan-
sas community college have 23 hours' of course and thesis work
in a major department, a seminar in college teaching to be organ-
ized and implemented by a team of graduate faculty membeiT
anato include consideration orcharacteristics*of college shade ts;
instructional methods, curriculum, and current issues in hi er
education; an internship to provide experience in teaching at the
junior college level under joint supervision of `selected colleges
and kansas,,State Teacheri College graduate faculty members; and
a course on the history, purpose, and characteristics of the two-
year college in AMerican education. This type of integrated pro-
gram has been recommended elsewhere bbt it is not frequently
installed. As recently as 197,3; a Texas Senate Interim Committee
on .Public Junior Colleges revealed the almost, total,absence of
programs specifically designed to prepare teachers for, two-year
colleges. Drawing heavily on reports issued earMr by Shugrue
(1968), Worthen (1968), rand others, a group meeting at the
University of Texas recommended an interdisciplinary program
that would draw from the various edmcation departments as well
as from speech; psy chology, philosophyond English (Huff, et- al.,
1974).

In order to redress certain deficiencies, a confer4ce d junior
college-humanities instructors in Minnesota proposed. that faculty

. 9 .
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members be sent to other colleges' around the state or country to
observe programs and teaching methods, that an internship pro-
'gram'gram should be organized, and that money and time should be
made available .to instructors who wish to take additional courses
(Moen and Stave, 1968). A junior, college center Organized fo
house audio-visual materials and tvponsor workshops and con-,
ferences was proposed, and each. member of the group noted
.things he would like to see happen ft order ta 'change himself,
his courses, and education at large. Although mile of the 25
items generated in this list was particularly otiginal of useful or.
even specific many of the participants felt that special educa-

. tion courses are not suited to junior college teachers, that .more
practical applications should be introduced, and that an intern-
ship program should be maintained.

The community college holds the greatest job potential for
English majors; in fact, ,of instructors emplay-ed in California be-
tween 1966 and 1972, approximately 7% worked in,the field of
English (Phair, 1972). Since this institution does not pressure
faculty to publish and is the 'only, area in higher education for
which, growth is predicted, Moodie (1972) suggested a program
especially designed to Vain community college English instruc-
tors: a master's program, in English iocluding traditional courses
and professional training, as well as 'an internship and correlative
workin cognate-courses ,

. ,

Concerns of-people in English with community college teach-
ing are expressed in two reports. frofn the Modern Language As-
sociation (MLA) and The National Council un the Teaching of
English (NCTE). Worthen (1968) discusses an NCTE-sponsored
survey that fotind 'the present image of English in the university
to be a means for training English majors rather than for develop-
ing teachers. And Shugrue (1968), reviewing the many surveys
and conferences on the teaching of Eriglish, concludes that "the
teacher of English at any level should have personal qualities
which will contribute to his success as a classroom teacher and
should have a broad background in the liberal arts and sciences"
(p. ,111). Nevertheless, Shugrue points out that "The proper
coutse of teacher .preparation in Englis" h for the junior and com-
munity college teacher has not yet been determined" (p. 135).
Few institutions offer graduate programs broad enough to train

10
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both the-researcher and_ the college teacher. One approach might
be tocomhine substantive work in English NS ith broad preparation
in theliberal arts, an internship or blipervisM practice teaching on
the junior college campus, and an exchange of faculty between
graduate departments and two-year colleges. The director of
freshman English in large unix ersities might tiltis change his role
from that of a. supervisor of a large staff who plans courses in
English composition and .literature on his own campus to one
a principal liaison officer between the two-y ear, college an the?
.university department. Ile would be the persuk responsib for
the transfer of credits and close cooperation with the junior col-
lege faculty on the development of curriculum. 4"Wbat the junior
college department chooses to _teach will determine for many
American-colleges and universities the quality of the preparation
of the potential Englislrmajor" (pp. 136-137).

Nearly 30 percent of they,92 respondents to the 1964 National
Council of Teachers- of English/Conference of Coiled' Composi-
tion and Communication sun ey belithed they %sere riot adequate-
ly trained when-they began teaching. Forty-fhe percent reported
that they should have had more training in linguistics, 30% in
.history of the English language, P27 in composition, 11% in -meth-
ods, and 10% in content 'Courses outside English. Seventy-nine
percent felt their institution encouraged them to take graduate
courses in order to earn a higher degree or increase their tom-
setence while 17% saW their institution as indifferent and 2% as
discouraging. They also indicated that the doctoiate either the
Ph.D. or Ed.D. is not excessively imporiabt or significant.
While 88% of the instructors belie% ed that training in linguistics
is important, only 75% of the chairmen agreed. Some training in
semantics was considered important by 80% of the instructors,
training in logic by 85%, and training in philosophy or methods by
62% (Weingarten and Kroeger, 1965).

The Education Professions Development Act (EPDA) Fel-
lowships. for first year graduate students have also stimulated
interest in teaching English in junior colleges. At the end of two
years, University Of Arizona Follows who participate in teach-
ing freshman composition, literature, and humanities receive
master's degrees in Euglisb and junior college teaching certificates.
If they alsoineet regular admjssion requirements, their profes-

11
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sional degree can be used as credit toward a Phi/ (Proposal for..
a Program . 1969).

The Arizona program for EPDA fellows is similar to- pro-
grams at several other universities which focus on students plan-
ning to teach English in two-year institutions. In 1969, the Univer-
sity of Nevada and Western Washington State College inaugu-
rated special sequences for this group" of students (Sigworth,
1969). Sam Houstoli State College, East Texas State, Central
Michigan UniVersity, the Universities of Illinois and Iowa,. and the
City University of New York all have special preparation pro-
grams for two-year college English teachers which include course

`work as well'as internships (Huf, et al., 1974). Several of the
Texas institutions had previously developed special, frequently..
"instant" graduate programs, which were thinly disguised at-
tempts to.place graduates who were unsuccessful in findirig jobs
at more prestigious four-year institutions% But milaterer the source
or wherever the program, community college characteristics and
concerns must be emphasized. This is especially so wItn survey
after kurvey of graduate English departments and of .newly pre-
pared junior college instructors reveals the lack of attention to
preparation and teaching composition, lack of instruction on how
to teach, and lack of awareness of junior college students (Gaj,
1969).

Recommendations for teacher preparation determined by the
Tempe Conference in 1965presage those suggested in subsequent
years: a master's degree in language and- literature, intern orteach-
ing assistantshjp, and additional training in specialized tRies,of
instruction (Sieber and Ferrell, 1965). Another early survey ago,..,
revealed a need for specialized programs. Noting that 785 instruc-

'tors in California taught one or more English classes, Bossone
( 1964) reported that progress was being impeded by the diver-

.

sity of practices and policies in teaching English and the inade-
quate background of training teachers.

The arguments for special training sequences are not limited
to English instructors alone. Savignon (1972) points out that
since university training reinforces cultural bias against those
uninterested in a four-year college degree, it does not well prepare
junior college for'ign language instructors. And a group of philos-
ophy instructors stated that their graduate education had not

12
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prepared them to teach in the two-year-colleges. Whereas the four-
year college teacher has other compensations, the instructor in
the two-year college is judged on teaching alone, and this often
by a non-philosopher superior. To counteract the disadvantages
generated by lack of specific pedagogical preparation, Hill (1972)
recommends that teacher preparation for philosophers include not
only "the ubiquitous (but not, greatly beneficial) teaching as-
sistantship . . .", but also a community college internship and
eventually full responsibility for a course. Exchange programs
between two- and four-yeaf college faculties are also seen as
potentially fruitful since they expose graduate teachers to the
problema that their-students will be facing.

el? if -PP WePli'Vl'tiVW

Alternatipe Degrees

The non-research-oriented Doctor of Arts (D.A.) degree has
been proposed as a method of preparing future two-year college
instructors. And while many people agree with TOombs' (1973)
claims that the "D.A. is a product of university preconceptions
rather than of the needs of lower division teaching [and] . . . es-
sentially a preparation for the Ph.D. with an internship loosely
attache ( p. 179), the Carnegie Commission on Higher Educa-
tion (1971) recommends awarding the Doctor of Arts degree for
all college teachers and the Ph.D,. only for those who do not
intend teaching. According to the Commission, "The rapid growth
of community colleges and comprehensive dolleges will create a
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ready demand for persons with the [b.A1 degree" ( p. 18). The
University of Washington's proposed Doctor of Arts Degree in
German, for example, would emphasize ".*. . broad knowledge of
German civilization in its relevant aspects" ( p. 34) and would
familiarize the student Stith pertinent problems in education, psy-
chology, anthropology, imd philosophy. Eighteen of the 54 post
Master's credit's may be taken-outside the German departmenCand
it is suggested that he dissertation represent the student's partic-
ular interests in literature, culture, and pedagogy.

In 1968 the Council of Graduate Schools endorsed In prim;
ciple" the Doctor of Arts degree, suggeMing that it include'. the

/majority of coorses, in the major field to be taught by the pro-
spective teacher, courses in education, a structured teaching or 4,
other appropriate internship, coursework in reading, understand-
ing, and interpreting the results of new research and pedagtigical
de% elopments appearing in the literature of the field, the develop-
ment of the student's ability to apply new, significant disciplinary
research and teaching, techniques, and finally a thesis based on
independent investigation of an area in the subject matter flack
(Carnegie ComMission, 1971, pp: 35 -37).

And in 1970, while acknowledging that the Ph.D. is not for
everyone and urging that generalVs, (translated' as humanists)
be allowed to obtain the highest degke, Brennan proposed a
Doctor of Arts degree to be completed in four years that would
Lonstitute an integrated study program with a definitive purpose.
It would include two or two and one -half ;ears of formal course-
Work, an externship - practical professional experience in a two-
or four-year college, a CreatiVe intellectual project (i.e., an orig-
inal play, noel, musical composition), a design for air innovative
college course or curriculum, or 'a series of leetures;Whtle each
student would work within "a couentional departmental-disci-
pline, his/her program ',should include courses in, related disci-
plines. This prescription is based on the assumption that classroom
exposition of subject matter at the undergraduate leel, is now
oNerly fragmented and that relevant' teaching must lean more
Ilea%ily on related disciplines. Interdisciplinary studies are espe-
cially important in the humanities and social . .." ( p. 54).
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The Foreign Language Instructor

A different degree for the foreign language specialist, the'Ph.
D. in Foreign Language Education, is offered at the University
of Texas in Austin. This sequence includes courses in the literature
of two native languages, a study of ,the cultures of the language
areas; structural, descriptive, and Comparative linguistics; and
psychological and, social linguistics (Michel, 1970). Again,
breadth rather than specialized research competence isthe focus.

A somewhat different program for foreign language instruc-
tors is built on Area Studies to explore "the social, political and
historical identity of [a] particular language group, . . . [and]
offer a meaningful alternative to the literary period and genre
courses which now prevail. With this kind of background the
teacher will be ready to illustrate the 'bows' and 'whys' of ev,ery-
day life and thought in the foreign culture, providing students
with -a unique opportunity for experiencing cilltUral diversity'
(Saviinou, 1072), However, the feasibility of such a curriculum
was questioned by Karr (1972) who. reported"that ..3% of Wash-
ington State foreign language instructors in two-year colleges felt
that new programs should not be established because there are
already an abundance,of andidafe4 from whom to choqse.

The Master of Arts'in College Teachi9g program at the Uni-
versity of Tennessee (funded by the FordToundation) is illustra-
tive of other new programs for foreign language instructors. Can-
didates for the degree in the department of Romance Languages
are required to take a major in either F,'rech or Spanish and a
minor in the other language. MACT students take a three quarter
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setniriar in college teaching which features speakers, field trips, and
discussion& This program too has been criticized, this time be-
cause it does not include a large number of. interdisciplinary
courses and is still tied to the departments (Reese, 1967).

I,
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A Critique

Much criticism has been gi%en tp preparation- sequences for
two-year college instructors in general, and humanities instructors
in particular. The criticism is stated succinctly by Otanion
(1972a): "Although the American Association of Junior Colleges
estimates that there are approximately 100 graduate institutions
which offer programs that include the preparation of junior col-
lege faculty, there is little ev idence to suggest that these program's
are adequate for the task. Too often a single course is fitted The
Junior College, and this course is the total experience of those
who graduate from these 'specialized' programs. The English in-
structor takes the same sequence of literature courses as the Ph.D.
candidate and a course in The Junior Colleges . . . [which] is

0 often taught by a professor N% ho has had no experience ip and has
little understanding of the community college" (p. 122).

Recommendations imariably suggest new courses, new de-
grees, or new patterns of internships, but N arning and hesitation
also prevail. Participants in a 1968 AAJC conference on faculty
preparation, for example, failed to approxe a proposal for an
additional year of training beyond the master's, suggesting that
this model ". . might distinguish tvw-year college teachers from
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seco ndary,' sclool members but would not giv e them the st tus
or .preparation of four-year faculty members (Preparing Two-
Year-College Teachers for the 70's, 1968, pp. 12-13). And BI ker
(1965 -66) suggests that junior college instructors actual
better trained than those teaching comparable courses i ' four-
year institutions, an argument based on the fact that pra tically
all two-year college teachers of "college level" courses mid at
least almaster's degree NN hereas in the fou -year college o -univer-
sity sizeable numbers are taugh.t by teaching assistants ho hay e
not yet attained a gradqate degree.

Many questions'remain unanswered, particularly th question
of purpose. Will the rev ised prop ams lead to better tea king (i.e.,

' more student learning)? Will their chief functions be o socialize
the incipient faculty member to the institution wheycin he will
labor? Although the questions may be related, few cqinmentators'

-attempt to spell out the relationships. Most are con lent to make
a plea for revised programs that better "meet stud nt needs" or
lead to "understanding of the unique charaeteristi of two-year
colleges."

One blatant omission in most reports is the failre to consider
the Tart-time i faculty. Yet tills group is the most rkpidly growing
segment of the faculty. Some acconiodation to reparing them
will have to be made. And it will have to come th 0110 in-service
training.

In-Service
Although many authors agree that in-service training is

needed not only for part-timers but for alit instructors, there is no
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consenitist.on its most useful forms. In its broadest definition, in:
service training includes those aspects of the instructor's en-
vironmeht that are subject to influence by the college and that
are presumedlo have an effeefon his/her Professionallunctioning.
These include sabbatical leaves, college-sponsored workshops,
instructiona development grants, faculty retreats, and so on. Us-
ing this definition, it is easy to see why there is little agreement on
effectual, forms anything and everything may potentially en-

. hanee theinstructor's
.

Nevertheless, a runolown of some'recommendationNregar mg
in-service training is in order. Faculty exchange progra are
advocated frequently. either among junior colleges or between
two- and four-yea'r institutions, but implemented only to a limited .
extent; thseir usefulness as learning experiences thus remains un-
verified. About all that can be said for certain regarding-faculty
exchange is that it allows instructors o perceive working in a
different milieu. Whether this changes vior in the long run,
is questionable, but it does seem to affect personal satisfaction.

Workshops organized under college auspices, with or with-
out the participation of neighboring graduate institutions, are
also often recommended'. This form of in-sere ice training received
a boost in the late 1900s and early 1970s when the 'Education
Professions Development Act Made so eral million dollars avail-
able. In 1971 alone nearly five million dollars was awarded by
EPDA for 77 different projects sponsored by or open to two-year
college faculty members. The National Science Foundation sim-
ilarly funded numerous cooperath e workshops organized around
the disciplines in the ipiences.

The main point to be considered in any discussion of in-
service workshops is that instrtytors themsehes typically insist
on 'being involved in planninele exercise. If outsiders are to be
called in, the instructors want to decide who shall, be invited.
They want to have a say in the content of the program as well.
And they usually want,training in the latest do elopinents in their
own discipline, not in methods of teaching or in ,philosophical
bases of the two-year college.

Taking courses at kgraduate school has alWays been an im-
portant area of professional do elopment for the practicing in-
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structor. Many colleges make funds aailable for released time
for this purpose; and negotiated agreements between college
districts and faculty groups frequently spell out the amount of
funds and the terms for selecting who shall be eligible fox-them.

Graduate education for instructors- is also funded' extra-
murally. The National Endowment for the Humanities provides
stipends for sNmer works, hops in nearly::all disciplines within
the humanities as well as fellowships for year-long study in some
of the areas. Portions of 'these grants are earmSiked particularly
for two-year college instructors. Summer workshops have also
been organized under the auspices of other agencies, the Danforth
Foundation's Community College Institute .is ,notable as an ex-
ample. Nevertheless, two-year college instructors have a long, way
to go in catching up with their fold-year college counterpart's in
fellowships and scholarships. The ACE 1972-73 survey revealed
that half the faculty in senior institutions had at some time been
awarded stipends amounting to $1,000 or more, Whereas only
27% of two-year college instructors had received 'such awards.

The design of graduate courses particularly for Iwo-year col-
lege instructors teaching humanities is quite recent. And even
now the graduate school-sponsored courses in how to teach one's
discipline to the heterogeneous population that is the two-year
college student body is rarely seen. Most courses allow the in-
structor to learn of the latest discoveries in his discipline or to
pick up some specialty within the discipline that he missed in his
pre-service sequence. But the instructor is still faced with the
problem of syllabus construction, media selection, student assess-
ment procedures, and other necessary characteristics of a peda-
gogy that would translate disciplinary structure into student
learning. Further, the chance to be paid for !taking classes is not
often open to part-time instructors who rarel share in any of the
college's fringe benefits.

In-service training also suffers from' lack of evaluation. One
study that did analyze in-service instructional improvement ac-
tivities was conducted by Jones (1972). Of 500 faculty members
in 25 California community colleges surveyed, 276 respondents
cited activities judged either useable or insignificant. Consid-
erable variation regarding consultations, conferences, evaluation
by others, evaluation by self, workshops,, and committee study
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groups was seen by instructors in the various disciplines. NAer-
theless, hopeful. notes are struck by the availability of courses -fox
practicing instructors and thmecognition that in-servicoraining
is a necessary adjunct of proMssional functioning.

4
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7

PBOFIESSIONAL FUNCTIONING

The two-year college instructor works in an institutional
milieu that impinges on all aspects of his/her role. Colleagues and
adminiskaors maintain certain expectations. Students exercise
an influence stemming from their own interests and capabilities.
Institutional salaries, perquisites, physical facilities all affect
professional functioning. IIere e discuss some of these influences,
particularly opportunities' for research, salaries, workload, and the
relationships between the s arious disciplines ig the humanities
andthe discipline of instruction.
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Theinatter of faculty ",research and writing can be closed
quickly. Community colletAistructors are not expected to pub- ,
lish or do research and, for tile most part, they do not. The ACE,
1972-73 sofyey of two- and four-year college faculty members
revealed that 86.8% of the two-year college respondents had pub-
lished nothing in the previous two years, compared to 57.3% of the
total group, It also found that fewer community college instructors
felt they needed better :research facilities or more time for re-
search. In addition, both .two- agd four-year college faculty mem-
bers agreed that pUblishing shOuld be considerably less important
in the community college than in universities.

It is quite "obvious that community college instructors of
English write and publish more than their proportion of articles in
journals ancLmagazines.,Perhaps a full quarter of the material we
found relating to humanities in the two-year college has been
written by English instructors about their courses and about their
specific problems. Running a close second in this area are two-
year college foreign language instructors. The other disciplines
are far behind, with only an occasional article appearing in each
subject' field.

On the other hand, there are many individual cases where
two-year college instructors have _done research and published
theii findings. Colleee-tomposition and Communication includes
numerous articles emanating from tvvo-year colleges, as does the
Community College Social Science Quarterly. The articles pub-
lished in these journals frequently relate to problems of teaching,
the area of concern ,deemed most appropriate for a hvo-year
college instructor's research emphasis.
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Much information is available oti sjaries paid to instructors.
Data for Missouri, Georgia, ancrFlOrid show that the average
salary for full-time community college instructors ranges from
$10;000 to $11,000 'for nine inonths of teaching approximately
$2,000 to $4;000 less than ale average for four-year college in-
strqctors. However, only one nationwide study gives a breakdown
for part-time instructors who earn, accordibg to Kent (1971),
$151 to $200 per ,semester hour taught.

The ACE research report (Bayer, 1973) which compares
faculty in universities, four-year colleges, and two-year colleges.
finds that whereas- the greatest percent of university' faculty
(15 %). earn $13,600-$15,000 annually, and the largest number of
four -year college faculty (19.4%) earn $11,600 to $13,400 annual-
ly, 20.5% of the two-year college faculty earn $15,600-$17,500 an-
nually. However, when salaries rise above $20,000, more people are
represented who teach in universities and four-year colleges than
in two-year colleges. Thus, while the most frequent clustering at a
higher salary level characterizes two-year college respondents to
the ACE Survey, their top is less.

tt.The NEA Research Division's 1972 report on faculty salaries
in community/junior colleges was the fifth in a series that covered
salary schedules in two-year institutions. More .interesting, per-
haps, than the actual salaries reported is the fact,that at least in
the largest public two-yearInstitutions, these are based primarily
on academic preparation, The more degrees earned, the higher
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the salary; for example, mean minimum salaries for the schools
surveyed ranged in 1971-72 from $7,654 to instructors holding

'the bachelor's degree to $10,56 for the doctorate. Maxim Um
salaries for the same degree categories were $11,487 and $15,674.

The fact that salaries are related to degrees earned suggests
a reason why doctoral degree holders may be less than welcome,
in two-year colleges not because they are too research-oriented,
but because they cost too much. Huther (1972) points out that a
number of presidents responding to a 1971 survey of 312`colleges
claimed that ". , . staff with doctorates have not been and will
not be hired because of the inappropriateness of the degree and
tbe.cost of-the degree to the institution in terms of salary" (p. 19).
One president wrote that, "Since we have 10 percent of the teach-
ing faculty with doctorates, we cannot afford the luxury of more."
Huther notes yet another reason for the undesirability of ,h.D. s:
"Problems with salaries for doctorates may be further com heated
by the factor of age. Young people under thirty with d orates,
'or even thirty-five normally command salaries that d place
them quite high on two-year college salary scales, ahead of older
and experienced teachers. . . . Young people with doctorates
then present a financial problem to two-year institutions and the
potential for a morale problem among older faculty" (p. 19).

A related issue is; the question of the person who attends
graduate school while employed as an instructor. As long as two-
year college salary schedules provide automatic pay increases fur
people who obtain higher degrees, a sizable percentage of the
faculty will work toward doctorates a fact recognized by Nova
University, which, in 1974, enrolled more than 800 two -year col-

, lege staff members in its National Ed.D. Program. Kent's ( 1971)
study of EnglishInstnictors in 55 public two -year colleges found
that more than half the people surveyed were either doinpar had
done graduate study. Two-year college salary schedules were
devised to attract holders of higher degrees to the institutions as
a way of gaining academic respectability and to encourage staff
members, to continue learning within their professional fields.
Now they, seem to be at odds with administrators' and trustees'
desires to hold costs down.

2
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Work Loads

Two-year college instructors spend significantly more time
in the classroom than do their four-year counterparts. Using actual
class hours as a work indicator is of course, a limited approach
since one instructor may spend more time preparing for fewer
class hours than another who is actually in class longer. Thus, the
frequent cries of two-year college instructors for reduced work
loads tell only part of the story. At the same Ulm., if we deal with
averages, and assume that more class hours represent more work
on the part or the instructor, we can say that typically, two-year
college instructors work harder than their university counter-
parts. It is not surprising, then, that the community college teacher
believes he is overworked. When asked by the ACE 1972 -73
survey what factors were important in seeking another position,
more two- than four-year college instructors indicated preferences
for smaller work loads, 33% reported 13 to 16 hours of classroqm
teaching as compared to only 17% of instructors in all institutions.
Fifty percent averaged five or more courses per term with a com-
parable load for only 20% of those in all institutions.

Two studies by the National Education Association (NEA)
suggest that the number of class hours -taught has remained rela-
tively constant since 1964. The Fall 1964 NEA survey t"Sampling itt
Study of the Teaching Faculty . .," 1966) found two-year college
faculty teaching an average of nearly four courses and spending
more than 17 hours each veek in classroom instruction, while the
1971 study ( NEA Research Division, 1972) showed a mean
normal workload of 17 contact hours and a mean number of three



to four courses taught. Further, faculty nrmbers also kenhsele
an average of 28 students. Both the ACE and NEA figures are
confirmed by Kent (1971) wh6 found that in 1971 25% of all two-
year college faculty members sun cycd- had 1 hour teaching
load and 37% taught more than 15 hours per week,and by Trent
(1972) who,reports 70% of all faculty in fifteen two-year colleges
spending from 6 to 20 hours per week in class, and another 15%
spending over 20 hours.

In 1974 the Association of Departments of English Statement

on Class Size recommended that Coll4e teachers of English spend
no more than 12- hours in -the classroom, teach no more than 25
student§ per section of regular composition, 35 students in litera-
ture courses, 20 students in remedial courses, and 15 in creative
writing; and not be restricted to teachitig seeral sections of the
same course nor assigned to prepare more than three different
courses in any Own semester. Similar terprnmendations have
been made by Shugrue (1970). At the same time, the number of.
do** hours 'taught by two -year college English instructors is con-
sistent with the average 15 to 17 hours per week found for all
two-year college instmCtors.

Making the Transition

Few available reports parcel out two-year colleg _faculty in
the humanities from their broad datA bases. Occasio ally, how=
ever, we can learn about a certain teaching field wi in the gen:



eral scope of the humanities( Specifically, we have much more in-
formation on characteristics of two-year college faculty members
bf Englis'h and music than we have in all other fields combined,
and it appears that instructors in these disciplines receive the
greatest shock in first entering the two -year college. The English
teacher, 'often trained with a heavy emphasis on literature and
criticism, must immediately learn to deal with remedial reading
and writing, technical writing, and broad survey-type literature

,classes. Most articles written on the topic by gnglish teachers and
most recommendations submitted at NCTE/CCCC conferences
are, "therefore, -in the fore of admonitions to future community
college English instructors to prepare themselves for teaching,
and suggestions to graduate degree-granting institutions to help

-them do so.
Neither as vocal nor as well-organized as their counterparts

in the English department, two-year college music teachers have
similar problems. They; too, receive surprises when they begin
teaching in a community' college. Trained perhaps as a clarinetist
and music theorist, the instructor finds him/herself faced with
pianists, guitarists, and students- taking music to satisfy degree
requirements. The problem is compounded by the fact that many
colleges have only one or two music instructors who rpust direct
practice sessions for serious and casual students alike. They often
inpruct students at all levels of proficiency simultaneously be-
calge there are not enoughstudents to fill separate cla,sses of ele-
mentary theory, intermediate theory, etc. In addition, they must
teach introduction to music, music history, and music apprecia-
tion to fill their teaching hours, to the point that they probably
hive the heaviest teaching load in terms of class hours of any
of their colleagues.

Several colleges attempt to attenuate this problem by employ-
ing part-time instructors to cover. the various musical instruments.
Yet, although 57% of the colleges surveyed by Belford (1967) em-
ployed part-time personnel to teach in the applied music areas,
part-time instructors were employed less often in the areas of
theory, appreciation, or instrumental or chorarensembles, and
seldom employed to instruct in music history and literature, music
education, or composition. Many music faculty member maintain
some level of professional performance, either as, solo plrformers
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or in ensembles, and approximately one-half of the 419 instructors
surveyed engaged in some type of professional publication, even
though tfereilwas little institutional pressure to do so.

As far as other humanities disciplines, one report was found
regarding two-year college ,instructors teaching religion. Of 182
colleges surveyed in 1970-71, there were on average 1.5 instructors
in private institutions and 2.6 and 2.3 respectively in Protestant
and Roman Catholic colleges. Religion instruction in two-year col-
leges has been overwhelmingly offered by part-time faculty

er part-time faculty members in the institution or full-time
faculty who divide their teaching responsibility with some other
area (Welch, 1972). Of the 313 faculty involved in religious
instruction, 108 were employed part-time. And nearly all the full-
time instructors combined their work in religion with, one or more
other fields usually philosophy, history, sociology, or literature.
Since, many of these instructors were trained in disciplines other
than religion, stOents, who encounter college study of religion
(or tl*first time areAced with teachers who have had little ad-
vanced study in the field. Occasionally, the practical necessity of
joint responsibility has been made a virtue by the development of
interdisciplinary courses.

A similar situation exists in anthropology where the majority
of instructors are hired to teach other subjects predominately.
While 91% of the university instructors teaching anthropology
hold their highest degree in that field, only 10 of the 52 two-year
college faculty surveyed in California by Lasker and Nelson
.(1963) held their highest degree in anthropology. Eleven had
degrees in sociology or social science, ses en in history, five in
education, four in psychology, four in geography, and elee en in
other fields. Almost all these degrees were the masters, but eight
were doctorates and three were baccalaureates.

This discrepancy between academic degree and teaching
assignment was further investigated by Co 94 (1968). Of 450
instructors in two-year colleges in Kansas, two percent of the
humanities faculty had no undergraduate preparation in their
field and five percent had no graduate preparation. Blocker ( 1965-
1966) also bears on this issue when he discusses a 1963 study by
Siehr, Jamrich, and Hereford. Of 2,783 new faculty members in
429 public and priv ate two-year colleges in 50 states and terri-
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tories, 66.3% taught subjects that agreed With their major (master's
degree or aoCtorate), 22.6% taught subjects agreeing with their
undergraduate major, and 9.2% taught subjects not agreeing with
either the undergraduate or graduate major.

This situation is in part due :,the fact that teaching posi-
tions are severely limited in some specializations within the hu-
manities. Of the approximately 3,000 linguists in the United
States, for example, only 36 teach in community colleges and all
of these people ere probably employed to teach English or
foreign languages (Hammer, 19,74), Of 128 graduatei who re-
ceived doctorates in comparative litepture .betwen 1971 and
1973 and who had obtained ieacling positions, only four were
in Iwo-year colleges. About half the respondents in Chambers'
(19741) inquiry indicated that their degree in cortiparath e litera
tore gave therri an edge over those with narrower specializations,
but many of the unemployed reported that theif degree had
actually hindered their chances of employment in the jobs for
which they were,applying, e4ecially'foreign languages.

In a parallel survey of 151 community colleges ". ,. chosen
at random, but with an eye, to geographic and perhaps demo-
graphic distribution," Chambers (19748) found' a general. recep-
tivity "to hiring teachersbin Comparative Literature, when 'Com-
parative Literature' is taken to mean 'interdisciplinary.'" Chair-
person's of 'English, humanities, language arts, and communica-
tions departments indicated they wanted "generalists," that
people holding, doctorates were "top narrowly specialized."
Twenty-seven of 57 institutions_indicated they would be most
likely to hire instructors with the M.A. or ABD, while 21 others

,did not rule out Pb.D.'s Only 5 or 6 however all large commu-
nity colleges in metropolitan areas indicated a preference for
Ph.D.'s.

The opportunity to teach in one's specialty is not the only
limitation imposed on discipline-oriented instructors hi the two-
year college. They may also feel cut off from the main currents
in their field. Lasker and Nelson (1963) report that instructors
in anthropology typically lack ready access to current anthro-
pological publications.'"Junior college teachers, with their heavy,
teaching loads, would appreciate detailed course outlines for
introductory courses in both physical and cultural anthropology.
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In respect to both they would also like to have prepared field
and laboratory programs, course bibliographies (with. abstracts),
and lists of books and journals fol purchase by their libraries"

. (P. 31).
Data specifically about the facculty teaching art history in

the two-year college are lacking; but a letter from a former
instructor is revealing:

I can offer yOu-some.detaiLs of the actual art history pro-
grams at Ccimmunity College, at least through
K2,. I was the only full -time art historian on the faculty and

I found that my role was generally limited to servicing the most`
basic needs of the studio programs. I taught a general survey
and a survey of modern art. These courses were required of all
studio majors, and they were available to other students who
needed a 'humanities' credit. A quirk of our system was that
the art; history survey, courses were given a social science
course number, so that art students could use them to partially
fulfill a state requirement in social science. Non-art students
were not allowed to take the social science course credit for
these courses. This arrangement was typical to me of the way
we.were forced to 'make our programs and curricular structures
conform to putsride :norms and guidelines.

Meeting with colleigues from other community colleges,
I got the impression that the service-to-the-studio role for art
history was fairly common, and that art history for the gen-
eral humanities or liberal arts students usually went no fur-
ther than straightforward survey courses. The" most common
offering beyond a survey was one of those bogus- art - apprecia-
tion courses which are not only so superficial as to be actually
dama'ging to one's understaliding of art, but were often taught
by part-time personnel who had no more training - than a
museum docent, and who approached the course as a docent
does a gallery tour.

On the positive side, I can say that there are many in-
dividuals teaching art history at community college schools
who do mak§ an effort to break out of the restrictions I
describe here ..." (Minutillo, 19'74).

Claiming that the art historian is especially suited to teach
interdisciplinary courses because his training included not only
art but also technical, political, philosophical, historical, scientific
and other material, Minutillo (1972) suggests that "The task
of the acadeinic faculty at the community college should shift
from liuilding mindless imitations of unh ersity offerings to full
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Participation in the 'development of whole new courses: ap-
proaches, subject matters and resource packages" (p. 7).

Two-year college instructors ecaployed in the other human-
ities subfields can at least recall taking a course similar to the one
they teach and can rely on did textbooks to form the foundation
of their teaching. Most history teachers have taken introductory
courses similar to those presented in the community college,
and art.instruction in the four-year institutions is usually eclectic
enough so that the two -year college instructor can help future
sculptors, painters, or whomever they encounter develop the
foundations of their art. It seem that the-fields of English, foreign,
language, and music are hit hardest by the specialized instruc-
tion the instructors have received.
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Interdisciplinary CourSes

Although_ the incidence and patterning of interdisciplinary
courses are discussed in another monograph in this series, the
phenomenon should be rioted here because of iB bearing on pro-
fessional functioning. Edwards (1971), studying 107 public two-
year colleges in Florida, Georgia, and Nbrth Carolina, found
that "... the most formidable obstacle one confronts in teaching
these courses is simply trying to 'sell' them. ... . The perennial
complaint from the teachers is that there is just not enough time
to cover such a 1, ast amount of material in sore' ten to eleven
weeks" (p: 18)1. In a questionnaire sent to 67 colleges that did
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not offer interrelated .humanities courses, 26 responded that these
were not offered because they did not have faculty trained for
such courses (an assertion corroborated by Lockwood, 1967).
The consensus seemed to be that success depends more on the
person than on his/her academic background, prov iding, of course,
that the requisite knowledge is held about his/her own field.
Enthusiasm and a clarity of interest which includes aninterest
i people were highly rated.

Despite some definite obstacles to their formulation, some
promising interdisciplinary courses have been developed. For
example, at Wharton County College (Texas), a political science
instructor, a sociologist, a psychologist, and a black instructor) of
English have initiated a new approach to sociology that :kn.
phasizes harmonious intergroup relations. This course includes
intercultural art, the history of American iitejudices, minority
literature, etc. (Developing Junior Colleges, #100, January 1972).
Hisston College (Kansas) has thrown out the old calendar and
liberal arts curriculum And now has what it calls a "Foundation
Studies Program" which is team taught by 28 faculty members,
and which covers the whole two years of liberal arts education
(Devejoping Junior Colleges, #96, September 1970).
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Attitudes on Instimetion

Certain inferences can be drawn about faculty attituodes to-.
ward their work from studies of instructional patterning. One
nationwide survey found that two-year college instructors in the
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humanities are in line with the average in using lecture-discussion
as a teaching method, lower in straight lecture-discussion ("Teach-
ing a Typical Course . . . ," 1972).

The controversy over behavioral objectives in two-year col-
lege teaching is reflected in Statements from humanities faculty
members. insight into at least some English instructors' pre-
dilections is provided by Guth (197Q) who observes that behavior-
al objectives are not widely accepted by instructors of English
since the goals of English are long-range and cannot be described
in terms of skills. On the other hand, Holland (1974) points out
that ". . . the philosophy at Southern Oklahoma City Junior Col-
lege demands ffiat educators tell their students what they will
receive in exchange for their time and tuition dollars" (p. 13).
At this college instructors have managed to write objectives for
history which announce to each student what he will be able
to do, not merely what he will think, understand, or know.

A particular attitude that applies to people in many fields
and certainly suggests much about, them is revealed in Hinks-
ton's (1968) statementthat most history teachers give objective
tests exclusively not because they are best for the student's life
but because they are easier to grade. Many of these same in-
structors choose textbooks not because they will be most helpful
but because the teacher, a history specialist, is attracted to the
book. As an added indUcement, the text may, be accompanied
by a 'Quiz Book' in which the quick-score items are already
composed.

Along this same line, a study of nine Texas junior college
; freshmai English programs is interesting (Dykes, 1970). Eight

of the colleges indicated that they had a stated list of departmental
objectives for English composition courses, only one college left
this task up t the individual_ instructor. All nine indicated that their
Objectives had been revised during the last five years. Forty-five
percent of the English facOlty surveyed taught traditional gram-
mar, 19.4 percent taught structural linguistics, and 19.4% taught
generative transformational grammar. The lecture-discussion was
the most popular teaching method (95%), seminars, multi-media
courses, and small groups were seldom or never used. But while
objectives have gained at least some familiarity, the evaluation
of a course by precise measurement of students: attainment, in
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one commentator's view, "has not won much support among
teachers of the Humanities. There is no reason why it should;
because the observable and measurable effects of instruction in
the Htimanities, and the kinds of gains that one wants most to see
in a student' of the Humanities rarely lend themselves to visual
observation, let alone quantitative measurement" (Larson, 1970,
p: 53).

Turning from English and histor,yi.to another branch of the
humanities, Millett (1973) suggests, Collective effort to estab-
lish educational objectives is just not in the pattern of the past
performance of departments of political science" (p. 35). Signif-
icant lifts between 'faculty and administration are apparent in
several colleges studied, these partially due to opposing views on
collective bargaining and partially to differences in educational
philosophy. "Many fdculty members considered it to be their
proper role to enforce some minimal standards of performance on
the part of all studentS*. There was a spspicion on the part of some
faculty members that administrath e officers were committed to
a concept of educational experience in which no differences in
intellectual capacity or performance w ere to be acknowledged"
(p. 42).

Millett adds that ,politicak science faculty typically avoid
collective decisions about what is to be taught, and how, and
to what purpose. They believe that each faculty member' is
intelligent and should, therefore, be allowed to offer whatever
courses heAhe chooses. Whether studentfehoose to take them
or not is another matter). No instrudtional objectives are devel-
oped on a division-wide basis and the faculty in general have
little or no interest in evaluation of their instructional procedures.
Indeed, their typical response to decreased student enrollment
and students' apparent disinterest in know ledge for its own sake
Is that perhaps more students could be lured by attractive finan-
cial aids. And they largely ignore the students because they fail
to recognize that student objectives are closely related to em-
"Pigment, social mobility, and the handling of public problems.

More about instructors' professional functioning comes from
a `study,of introductory art history courses in California colleges.
Differences between respondents from 21 community colleges
and eight four-year colleges suggested that ". . . the community
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college instructors, as a group, consider small class,size much
more important thin do the four-year college instructors. In all
cases, the more emphasis the instructor puts..,,on the slide-lecture
approach, the less important class size.) to him. Obviously, the
less discourse that is encouraged been instructor and student,
the less need there is to limit class size" (Ohren, 1972, pp. 13-14).
Participating community solrege instructors seemed to be more
concerned with conditidlis of their employment job security,
salary, location.95 osition, autonomy to plan their own courses,
and class size than four-year college instructors. They tended
to feel that curriculum is controlled by the "whims and fancies"
of students, governmg boards, and community pressure groups,
and that their positions are dependent on these significant others.

The diminution of foreign language requirements in many
colleges has forced foreign language instructors to restructure
their courses. In effect, they have been compelled to attract an
audience by, applying common sense and salesmanship. As a case
in point, Moore (1970) claims that a statement of objectives
which can, be adopted by both universities and community col-
leges is needed for articulation. Teachers must include the cul-
ture ef the country whose language they teach in the foreign
language courses. And they must also emphasize the country's
system of values, %%hat the people do, how they think, and so on.
However, according to Watkins (1975)., language instructors
spend too much time on literature, not enough on the rudiments
of the language itself.

Some instructors are developing strategies that are responsive
to the needs, goals, and characteristics of the students because.

obvious that authoritarian, lock-step, book-bound lan-
guage teaching does not work certainly not hi the commu-
nity junior,college. Yet many of us are still caught in this
approach, whatever we may say we do, however elaborately
we may design our language laboratories. . . . Students were
the major impetus to change in education in this country in the
60s, and today are effectiVely asserting their right to be taught
so that they do learn, the right to evaluate their instructors
. . . and the right to have a responsible share in many, or all,
aspects of the educational process of which they are a central
part (DeHaggard, 1972, p. 29).
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Satisfaction and Other, ChOracteristics

Demographic data and information bounded by geograph-
ical areas can provide a better understanding of the humanities
faculty with whom we are here concerned. But there is much more
that needs to be known. What about their *attitudes and values?
The degrees of satisfaction they feel:with their work? Does the
prevailing attitude stem the person or his situation? Some
information is available. .

Previohs studies on satisfaction, aspirations, and values
among c6mmunity college instructors base especially Lensed
on preferences for certain types of institutions, teaching loads,
and salaries. Some,reports suggest that a majority of college fac-
ulty members would prefer to be teaching in a four-year insti-
tution, mostly for reasons of increased status, lighter teaching load
andlor a better salary. This trend may be changing,'however..
Trent (1972) indicates that most of the faculty surveyed in the
research cited would prefer to teach in the Om-year college,
although 30% reported a preference for four-year college or uni-.
sersiti teaching. (This percentage is inconsistent with the-findings
of the Hill study (1971) of faculty members in private junior col-
lege-s- in the South where only 25% of the respondents reporfed
they, were strongly satisfied with their jobs.) A study of two-year
college faculty in Florida (Mills, 1968) likewise_ shows that most
do not want t -ave their current positions. Nonetheless, such
data occur in c ose prOximity to finding; that twd-y car college fac-
ulty want such things as better salary, more prestige, fewer teach-
ing hours, and greater opportunity to teach their specialty. Mills'
study of satisfaction found the factors characterizing the satisfied
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e groups to be that they were older, had served in the armed
forces, were more activr in civic and church activities, had experi-
ence in lower schools, and had had courses designed to improve
college teaching. In short, this is the older established group.
They favor open admissions and accept the usual, functions of the
two-year college,

Determinants of satisfaction among 138 music instructors
employed in 64 junior colleges were found to be qualitatively
different from sources of dissatisfaction (Wozniak, 1973).,
AchieVement, the work itself, recognition, responsibility, and
interpersonal relations with students led to satisfaction. Dissatis-
faction stemmed from policy and administration, effect of the job
on personal life, working conditions, supervision, achievement,
and recognition. Cohen (1975) found similar variance between
sources of satisfacf.on and dissatisfaction among more than 400
faculty members in five states.

Somewhat related to faculty satisfaction is Kelley and !Wil-
bur's (1970) discussion of advantages and disadvatkages in teach-
ing. English instructors were reported to be pleased that liter-
ature covers virtually everything but they dislike reading, and
marking papers, and the lack of time to do a good job, and they
reported difficulty in relating the subject to vocational needs.
Advantages and disadvabtages, as listed by foreign language
instructors, included the positive values of fewer students per
class, chances to study abroad, and opportunities for outside
employment. Disadvantages lay in comincing the administration
of the value of foreign languages and, in small communities, the
laCk of contact with ethnic groups. Music teachers enjoyed close
nontact with students and the chance to transfer ideals and
enthusiasm, purpose, and duty. Disadvantages were listed as
the heavy teaching loads and the time spent on rehearsals and
performances.

Further information on faculty attitudes is revealed in the
NEA Research Division's survey of two-year colleges ("Here's
What Junior College Fadulties Think," 1971). In response to
a }question asking whether institutions of higher education
should deemphasize the usual standards of academic aptitude and

,achievementachievement for entering students, 35% of the humanities faculty
felt these should not be diminished compared to 30% of the so-



cial science, 45% in vocational areas, 42% in natural science. How-
ever, 69% of the faculty in the humanities felt that free public
education should be extended through the two-year college to all
qualified persons. This ors equivalent to the proportions among
the social science faculties and higher than those in natural sci-
ence or vocational-technical areas. Support for expelling students
who engage in violence, destruction, or harrassment on campus

highest among faculty in the professional and technical
fields ), 89%, in occupational, 84% in natural science, 76% in
social science, and lowest (70%) among humanities faculty. Op-
position to the use of the strike by faculty menthe! was lowest
among humanities faculty (only 19% felt that the faculty should
never strike) as compared with figures ranging as high as 36%
among-faculty of technical fields.

In most attitudinal areas, commonality is revealed by the
ACE surveys of two- and four-year college instructors. The major
differences were that significantly fewer community college facul-
ty felt their teaching should lead students "to develop creative
capacities" and "develop:the ability to pursue research." A signifi-
cantly grIciter number felt they should "prepare students for em-
ployment after college," "develop moral character," "provide for
students' emotional development." "deN elop responsible citizens,"
"pros ide the local, community with skilled human resources," and
"prepare students for family living." One curiosity in these data
is that 11% of the faculty in all institutions felt their teaching
should lead students "to de% elop,religious beliefs or convictions"
while only 7.4% of the two-year college faculty N eisus 11.8% of the
faculty in alciii,stitutions felt that the deN jlopment of religious be-
liefs was an essential institutional educational goal.
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V5 dues

The Se findings lead to the question of vales, and some data
are available here. Brawe, (1971), for example, found differences
between people teaching humanities and those in other fields in
three California community"' colleges. flunianities instructors
ranked "family security" first of eight/een in Rokeach's (1968)
"terminal values" scale, whereas this value was fan d-no higher
than fourth :by any other group. Ttey also ran- d 'World of
peace" higher than the others. NT/alues 'achieving tver rankings
among humanities faculties included "Happiness" and "Sense of
accomplishment." On instrumental values the humanities group
ranked "Capable," and "Responsible" higher, "Broadminded,"
"Honest," and "IntellectUal;` considerably lower.

Actually, much cmistencyappears in attitudes and values
between two and four -year college instructors, and since both
are drawn from the same social stratum this is not unexpected. As
O'Banion (1972b) points out, "the typical community-juniut col-
lege faculty member is a 31 to 50 year old middle-class white
male whose previous work experience has been in the public
schools or in business and industry. He has a master's degree in
his subject area, His course work has been taken at four-year
institutions exclusively, it has seldom included the study of the
community-junior college. This lack of experience in,the academic
field and in work, is compounded by the faculty member's rela-
tively recent entry in a community-junior college position that
he may have found by chance in his local region" (p. 55).
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In Sum

Two-year colleges do not seem to be proving to be the pot
of gold at the end of. the graduate school rainbow. Holders of
doctorate degrees may find difficulty in obtaining positions be-
cause they are priced too high. Part-time faculty paid at a rela-
tively low hourly rate are being employed in increasing numbers.
The preparation sequence leading to a specialized competence is
frequently seen by instructors and employers alike as inapRro-
priate for the tasks olteaching in an open-door institution. Those
who do gain positions may well find themselves teaching in an
unfamiliar subject area.

Nevertheless, opportunities to create a satisfy ing professional
life do exist in two-year colleges. Opportunities are opening for
constructive in- service training. The major foundations and fed-
eral funding agencies are becoming inueasingly aware of faculty
in these institutions. And, most important, a professional con-
sciousness is developing within the faculty as flip) form their own
subgroups within the major disciplinary oiganizations and seek
to take control of the conditions of their work.
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Indexes searched for studies of two-year college students, curricu-
lum, and faculty in the humanities.

Trrus THU=

Abstracts in Anthropology
/Abstracts" of English Studies
Abstracts of Folklore. Studies
AMerica: History and Life
Art Index
Articles in American StudieS
Catholic Periodical Index
Catholic Periodical and Literature Index
Current Index to Journals in Educaion
Dissertation Abstracts
Dissertation Abstract Internatipnal
Education Index
Essay and General- Index
Handbook of Zarin Amqican Studies
Historical Abstracts
Humanities Index
Index to Periodicals
Index to Legal Periodicals
Index to-Religious Periodical Literature
International Bibliography of Social and

Cultural Anthropology
International Political Science Abstracts
LEBA: Language and Language Behavior
Masters Abstracts: 4bstracts of Selected

Masters Theses on Microfilm
Masters Theses in Education.
MLA International
Music Index
Philosopher's Index: An International Index

to Philosophical Periodicals 1967/68-Spring/1974
Readers' Guide to Periodic:al Literature 3/1965-7/1974
Religious and Theological Abstracts Spring/1965-Sununer/1974

-11FAIIS SEARCHED

2/197141/1971
1/196&12/1973

Spring/1965-Winter/1972
1965/66-1973

11/1963-4/1974
1954-1968

1/196542./1966
W1967-6/1974
1/1969-7/1974
7/1966-6/1969
7/1969-6/1974
7/1967-6/1970
7/1970-6/1974

1973
1965-1973

6/1974
6/1966-6/1973
9/1964-7/1974

1/1965-12/1973

1965-1971
1965-1973

7/1970-12/1973

3/19664/1974
1966 -1973
1966-1972

1/1965-6/1973

Abstracts

Repertoire Bibliographique De La Philosophic
Research in ;Education
Social Sciences -and Humanities Index
The Junior and Community College Faculty:

A.Bibliography
Women Studies Abstracts
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